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emblem, together with its height, and the part known as
Brahma-Vaga (part sacred, to Brahma) should be ascertained
at the outset, and then the latter should be placed over the
slab disignated as the KarmasKilti (ijf.
The different dimensions of the pedestal should be. made
according to its elevation. The Pcetha or the part actually
occupied by the emblem should be of two such parts
in height, with a length commensurable with that of the
Haga (15). The internal space or cavity of the Peetha
(stool proper) should be divided into three parts, its breadth
being equal to one sixth part of its length (16). The beit
or the girth round it should measure one third part of its
breadth, and the depth of its cavity will be equal to or sfeaH
fee one-sixteenth part of its belt with a gradual slope, the
height of the stool being decorated with ornamental
_ works (16—18.)
A part of it will remain imbeded in the ground, a part of
it will be the height of the stool proper, three such parts will
be the height wp to the topmost brim or border of the pedestal.
The second or upper step shall be of two such parts in height,
while the last or the lowest step shall bave the height
of such a single part which is to be taken up by each flight
of steps leading upwards, antil the topmost border is reached
(19—20). Indents to the breadth of such a part are to be
set apart on each flight of steps antil the lowest one is
reached, and they shall be cut into to three by the three exists
for water, which shall measure a fore-fatanx of a 'finger m
breadth at their base, and one*sixt!i of a finger at their en<}s,
and whose beds shall slope a little towards the postern side-
These are the general characteristics of the fafic
and their pedestals (a 1—22).

